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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, RAY H. MuscoTT, a
citizen of the United States, residing at
Waters, in the county of Otsego, State of.
5 Michigan, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements in Motor-Sleighs; and
I do hereby declare the following to be a
full, clear, and exact description of the in
vention, such as will enable others skilled
10 in the art to which it appertains to make
and use the same:
This invention relates to new and seful
improvements in vehicles supported or run
ner bases and self-propelled, and is par
15 ticularly directed to such of that type which
are driven by the engagemeht of a belt
tread on the ground.
It is the object in general of this present
invention to simplify and improve the
20 structures of vehicles of this character, and
it is more specifically the object to provide

structure. Fig. 3 is a front elevation of the
improved vehicle. Fig. 4 is a rear elevation
thereof. Fig. 5 is a transverse sectional
view through the structure on the line 5-5
of Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is a longitudinal sec
tional view taken through one of the drive
belt structures on the line 6-6 of Fig. 2.
Fig. 7 is a transverse sectional view taken
through the front truck portion of the ve
hicle on the line 7-7 of Fig. 1. Fig. 8 is a
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detail sectional view on the line 8-8 of
Fig. 1.

-

Referring now more particularly to the
accompanying drawings a double main 7.
frame is provided which comprises the inner
side sills 5 and end sills 6 and the outer side
sills 7 and end sills 8 and these two frames
are connected at various points by connect
ing bars 9. This structure is resorted to so 75
as to eliminate the tendency to twisting
strain which would be exerted by the drive
novel mans for supporting the tread driye belts hereinafter to be described were only
belts of the vehicle in such manner that the a single frame used, due to the tension neces.
driving mechanism therefor is so housed as . Saly for the proper mounting of the belt. 80
25 to be protected against snow or other matter each of the belts being disposed between a
having a tendency to clog such mechanism respective pair of side sills.
and further whereby the belt may he held The vehicle is provided with a rear axle
10 similar to the rear axle of an automobile
under proper tension.
It is further an object to provide such and carrying a differential 12 from which 85
so means for holding the belt under tension extends a drive shaft, 13 which is connected
which may be readily operated from within - to a suitable engine carried by the frame,
the body of the vehicle to adjust the tension such engine being not shown but preferably
means to compensate for the expansion and mounted in a general mainer as in an auto
contraction of the belt incident to changes mobile. This rear axie is journaled in bear 90
S5 in temperature.
.
-. . .
ings 14 depending from the side silis 5 and 7,
It is still further an object to provide and belt drive wheels i5 are carried thereon
such a frame structure for the vehicle where between the side sills and coact with belt
by the strain incident to the actuation there drive wheels i6 carried by a forward idle
of and the strain incident, to adjusting and shaft 17 to be hereinafter described, to sup 95
40 holding the tread belt under proper tension port the drive belts 18 which carry the rear
of the machine.
is properly distributed.
With the above and other objects and ad The förward portion of the machine is
vantages in view, the invention resides more carried on a truck including the runners 19,
particularly in the novel combination, for each of these runners preferably compris 3.
45 mation and arrangement of parts as more ing a relatively wide surface for use on
fully described hereinafter and pointed out snow. The forward portion of the frame,
in the appended claims.
and the runners are connected centrally by
Reference is had to the accompanying a bar 22 having at its ends lugs 23 pivoted
drawings, wherein similar characters of to vertically spaced pairs of lugs 24 on the 05
50 reference designate corresponding parts runners. The front and rears of the run
throughout the several views, and in which: ners are connected by pivoted bars 22. The
Figure 1 is a side elevation of an auto forward end of the frame is supported on.
mobile sleigh constructed in accordance with the bar 22 by a member 25 of inverted U
the present invention. Fig. 2 is a top plan shape. The truck is steered by arms 26 ex 10
55 view of the vehicle, with the body thereof tending diagonally inwardiy from the run

removed to more clearly show the chassis ners adjacent the bar 22 and connected by a
i.
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steering rod 2. A steering shaft 28 is
carried by the body of the vehicle and con
nected to one of the arms 26 by a link 29
as in ordinary automobile construction.
The body 30 of the vehicle may be of any

desired type. In the drawings it is shown
as in the form of a bus, carried on a frame
30’ and it is resiliently supported on the
main iraiane by springs 3 at its lear portion
which are secured to the rear axle structure

i? atti by springs 32 at its forward end

secured to the forward end of the main
itraine.

Taking up now in detail the tension
the said axle is carried by blocks 33 which
are slidably held in boxings 34 which are
imounted on top of the side sills of the
frate. Slidably held in the boxings rear
wardy of the blocks 33 are blocks 35, and
expansite springs 36 are secured between
the respective blocks. For holding the
blocks 35, and for moving them as desired
to compensate for the expansion and con
25 traction of the belt due to temperature
changes, has 37 connect the blocks 35 of
each respective pair of sills and each of
these bass carries a rearwardly extending
socket, inhember 38 in which is threadedly
engsged a feed screw 39 having its rear end
Swively carried by a bar 30 connecting the
silis, For totašing the3e scre's to increase

is routing of the front axle of the belt drive,

or reliers the tension on the front axle 17,

each of them carries at its rear end a double

atcief, wheel. ii. Straddling the ratchets
: sad givetally mounted on the feed screws
39 : 'e bifurcated levers 43 having secured
the ex) pivoted pawls which are arranged
for rotating the ratchets when the levers 43
are esciised. Suitable conventional means
are
provided for lifting respective pairs of
pavis. Oonjecied to the upper end of the
jewers 43 for the oscillation of the Saine, is
3 yhich is arranged to reciprocate
of the frame. This bar is actu
ti is 2 eyes' 44 pivotally carried by the
had and exielding thereinto so as to be
tree ?tily manipulated, and having preferably
a slidable pivotal connection with the bar at
5 Se that wiel, the lever is rocked the
s: news may be rotated to advance or retract
the biocis 35. it will be understood that this
Rdisting nearls applies to expansion and
iFaction due to relatively great changes in
55 (esperf}{ire &nd to possile adjustment due
Št tis, irovision of new belting, while the
8. its s'
caiapensate for the minor
charges at aids the belts under proper
teasin. Each of the belts 18 preferably
&G coinprises all endless steel band, and to
facilitate its gripping action it is provided
with trai sverse is 46 which are preferably
gle plates having certain of
it is a , 47 to tie : eii.
is titive

:

,

snow or other obstructions will not inter
fere with the proper operation thereof,
shield plates 48 oblong in shape are, Secured
at the sides of the belts and between them.
and the frame shaft, and these plates are 70
secured by passing the axles through open
ings 49 therein and further by bolting then
as at 50 to their adjacent sills. The periph
eral edge of each of these plates substan
tially coincides with the outer surfaces of
the
belt, and to provide a guide means for
the belt which at the same time reinforces
the edge portions of the shield plates, angle
beans 51 are secured to said edge portions
and have their outer sides extending to
gether to form substantially a shelving Sup 80
porting the belt. For further supporting
the belt adjacent where it engages the
ground, rollers 52 are provided having pin
tles 53 journally passed through the angle
beams and the edge portions of the plates, 85
and similar rollers 54 are provided for sup
porting the upper portions of the belt.
it is noted that the bearings for the rear
axle 10 are disposed below the sills and that 90
the bearings for the front shaft 17 are car
ried on the sills, and as the wheels are of
substantially the same diameter which carry
the belts the tread portions of the belts
herefore incline upwardly toward the
front of the vehicle. By this arrangement,
when the 'ehicle is traveling over ice or
over a relatively hard surface, only that
polition of the belt which is adjacent the
rear drive wheels 15 engages the ground,
and whert the vehicle travels over snow or a 00
Softer surface, the belt will engage in ac
cordance with the yielding character of said

surface. A scraper plate 55 is provided for

the belts and is secured at 56 to the rear 05

sil 8 and extends forwardly and down
Wardly to engage the belts, the intermediate
portion of the engaging edge of this plate
peing
cut away at 57 to receive
the belt,
libs 47.
a

While I have illustrated and described a lio

particular embodiment of my invention, i.
have merely done so for the sake of conven

ience and I do not wish to be limited to that

particular embodiment as it is obvious that
numerous changes may be made within the

detai is of construction thereof without in
any way departing from the spirit of the
invention or exceeding the scope of the ap
pended claims.
What I claim is:

1. A motor sleigh comprising a main
frame formed of an outer section including
side and end sills, an inner section including
side and end sis spaced within said first
sills, members connecting the sills of the re

Spective sections, shafts journaled to ex
teiji transversely of Said sections at their

re: " : ific:ns, wheels on said shaits disposed

!etween tie adjacent side sills of the frame
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sections, tread bands trained around respec
tive pairs of wheels and means for holding
said tread bands under tension, means for
supporting the front of the frame, and
means for driving said tread bands.
2. Inframe
a motorincluding
sleigh, the
combination
with
a main
pairs
of side sills,
of
. belt wheels journaled to lie between each
pair of side sills, tread belts trained around
10 said wheels, shield plates disposed between
the wheels and the sills, each plate extend
ing between a respective pair of wheels and
of substantially the outline of the tread belt
and said plates being secured to their adja
5 cent sills,
3. In a motor sleigh, the combination
With a main frame including pairs of side

8

sills, of belt wheels journaled to lie between
each pair of side sills, tread belts trained

around said wheels, shield plates disposed 20
cured to the adjacent sills, each plate ex
at the sides of the wheels and belts and se

tending between a respective pair of wheels
and of substantially the outline of the tread
belts, inwardly extending flanges carried by 25
said
plates
to guide
thefor
belts,supporting
and rollerssaid
car
ried
by
said
plates
belts.
.
In testimony whereof, I affix my Signa

ture, in the presence of two witnesses
Witnesses:

RAY H. MUSCOTT,

W. A. D. HAL,

ARCHIE IB. Wi Li AAIs.

